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Software Industry Experience

Our technical staff, project managers, and
translators are able to work in any file
format, including but not limited to:

At Language Intelligence, we don’t just use industry-norm and in-house tools to increase
flexibility and drive down long-term costs—we use our localization and programming
expertise to make your software seems as if it was developed in the target language
from the beginning.

•

Software: .po, .properties, .resx, JSON,
XLIFF, XML, XSLT

•

Documentation: Word, InDesign,

We work with professional linguists with subject-matter expertise in software localization
to ensure that your translated software is both linguistically and technically optimized.

Framemaker, Flare, Docbook

OTHER SERVICES
• Language & Culture Training
• Interpreting

Average cost savings we
provide our clients
through the incorporation
of translation technology

Success rate for both on-time
delivery and quality as reported
through our ISO certified
quality management system

We regularly translate into
and out of over 60
languages for our software
industry clients

Software Localization Services
Software String Localization: We work with a wide range of export formats to localize
GUI strings and integrate translations directly into native files.
Software Help Documentation: Once software localization is complete, it’s important
to make sure that the supporting documentation is also available to your users. We
translate installation guides, user guides, and help documentation to be consistent with
the translated UI strings and be as clear as possible for target language users.

Let’s Talk
1 (585) 244-5578
sales@languageintelligence.com
16 North Goodman Street
Rochester, NY 14607

Software Internationalization Services: We can work with developers early in the
programming process to ensure that the English software will transition smoothly into
other languages, preventing delays due to formatting, compatibility, and display down
the road.
Validation and In-Language Testing: We offer in-language functionality testing and incontext linguistic review to ensure the translated software is ready for release. This step
can be performed remotely or on-site at your location.
Mobile App Translation: Because of the limited screen real estate of mobile apps, our
mobile app translation services make sure your apps are seamlessly adapted to your
target language and culture.

www.languageintelligence.com
If you’d like to get more insights into our process,
or if you have questions about our other services,
please contact Rick White.

